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Divine Devotion: 
Music for inner peace
by Sacred Earth
Divine Devotion, the second 
album of  award-winning 
artists Pene and Jethro, is a 
sublime melding of  angelic 
female vocals, fl utes of  the 
world, acoustic guitar and 
gentle, soothing rhythms. 
(Pamanyungan, their debut title, was awarded Album of  the 
Year by the Queensland Recording Association.) Salve for the 
soul, Divine Devotion invokes inner peace, celebrates complete 
love and encourages connection with the spirit of  the divine. 
This is meditative music for cleansing the soul, dispelling 
darkness and refl ecting on the bountiful gifts of  the universe. 
www.sacredearthliving.info

Memento
by Tony O’Connor
Memento is the latest 
offering from Australian 
composer, producer and 
performer of  relaxation 
music, Tony O’Connor. 
Described by Tony as his 
“instrumental memoirs”, 
Memento features soothing 
pieces performed on piano, electric oboe and strings that 
convey some of  his most precious recollections of  people, 
places and magical moments. These pieces will affect you 
positively on a vibrational level to promote relaxation, 
aid stress management, lower anxiety, soothe the soul and 
perhaps even rekindle your own precious memories.
www.tonyoconnor.com.au

Afterlife
by Bliss
The re-release of  Bliss’ 
debut album, Afterlife, 
which has been unavailable 
for the past two years, is 
music to the soul for those 
familiar with the seductive 
synthesis of  chilled-out 
beats and ethereal vocals from these Danish musicians. A 
musical journey inspired by the phenomenon of  near death 
experience, this album captures the strong feelings of  harmony 
and bliss experienced by people who report having had a 
taste of  the afterlife. Afterlife also includes four previously 
unreleased tracks.
www.cvibes.com

Senegal: 
Urban Rhythms
by Kasumai
Formed in Senegal and 
named after a greeting 
meaning “Peace with you”, 
Kasumai captures the 
spirit of  contemporary 
urban sound from Senegal. 
Urban Rhythms features the 
melodious kora (21-string 
harp), compelling vocals and a vibrant combination of  traditional 
African drums and percussion and Western instruments. 
Founding band member Sagar N’Gom recalls the recording of  
the album in London as an eventful experience because of  the 
“mix of  Muslim and Christian musicians working harmoniously 
to produce biting, melodious social commentary and tributes”.
www.arcmusic.co.uk

Diamond Light Meditation
by Lia Scallon
As the channel for the “Sounds of  Sirius”, Lia Scallon 
brings healing, nourishment and comfort to the soul 
through her Diamond Light Meditation CDs for women 
and men. Regularly allow yourself  one uninterrupted 
hour to surrender to this profoundly healing combination 
of  guided meditation and channelled sound designed 
to soothe your psyche, body and mind on all levels. 
“Recognising and resonating with these beautiful 
melodies and words, the soul reawakens to its true 
purpose, stirred to remembrance of  its own divinity.” 
www.soundsofsirius.com
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